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Abstract: Porosity is one of the most important properties of oil and gas reservoirs． The porosity data that come
from well log are only available at well points． It is necessary to use other method to estimate reservoir porosity．
Seismic data contain abundant lithological information． Because there are inherent correlations between reservoir
property and seismic data，it is possible to estimate reservoir porosity by using seismic data and attributes．
Probabilistic neural network is a powerful tool to extract mathematical relation between two data sets． It has
been used to extract the mathematical relation between porosity and seismic attributes． Firstly，a seismic imped-
ance volume is calculated by seismic inversion． Secondly，several appropriate seismic attributes are extracted by
using multi-regression analysis． Then a probabilistic neural network model is trained to obtain a mathematical
relation between porosity and seismic attributes． Finally，this trained probabilistic neural network model is im-
plemented to calculate a porosity data volume． This methodology could be utilized to find advantageous areas at
the early stage of exploration． It is also helpful for the establishment of a reservoir model at the stage of reservoir
development．
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1 Introduction
Intelligent system is a powerful tool to extract

quantitative formulation between two data sets． And it
has started to be applied to the petroleum industry in
recent years ( Karimpouli et al．，2010; Tahmasebi ＆
Hezarkhani，2012; Chithra et al．，2013; Asoodeh ＆
Bagheripour，2014 ) ． There are inherent correlations
between reservoir properties and seismic attributes
( Yao ＆ Journel，2000; Huang ＆ Wang，2013;

Iturrarán-Viveros ＆ Parra，2014; Li ＆ Liu，2015 ) ．
Therefore，it is possible to estimate reservoir porosities
by using seismic data and attributes． Previous studies

have shown that it is feasible to estimate reservoir po-
rosity by using statistical methods and intelligent sys-
tems ( Leite ＆ Vidal，2011; Iturrarán-Viveros，2012;

Na'imi et al．，2014) ．
Probabilistic neural network ( PNN) is a neoteric

neural network model based on statistical theory
( Miguez，2010) ． The training time of PNN is shorter
and the accuracy is higher than traditional multilayer
forward network． It is particularly suitable for nonlin-
ear multi attributes analysis． For this case，PNN has
excellent performance on unseen data． In this study，

the propounded methodology is implemented to esti-
mate the porosity of sandstone reservoir prosperously．



2 Probabilistic Neural Network
PNN is a variant of radial basis function networks

and approximate Bayesian statistical methods． The
process of PNN is similar to human behavior ( Parzen，

1962) ． Probabilistic neural network is an alternative
type neural network ( Specht，1990 ) ． It is based on
Parzen's probabilistic density function estimator． PNN
is a four-layer feed-forward network，consisting of an
input layer，a pattern layer，a summation layer and an
output layer ( Muniz et al．，2010) ．

Probabilistic neural network is actually a mathe-
matical interpolation method，but it has the structure
of neural networks． It has better interpolation function
than multilayer feed forward neural network． The
training data sample of PNN includes a number of
training sample sets，and each sample corresponds to
the seismic sample in the analysis window of each
well．

Suppose that there is a data set of n samples，
each sample consists of m seismic attributes and one
reservoir parameter． Probabilistic neural network as-
sumes that each output well log value could be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of input logging data
value ( Hampson et al．，2001) ． The new sample after
the attribute combination is expressed as:

x = { A1j， A2j……Amj} ( 1)

The new predicted logging values can be ex-
pressed as:

L( x) =
∑

n

i = 1
Liexp［－ D( x，xi) ］

∑
n

i = 1
exp［－ D( x，xi) ］

( 2)

where:

D( x，xi ) = ∑
m

j = 1
［

( xj － xij )
σ j

］2 ( 3)

The unknown quantity D ( x，xi ) is the“dis-
tance”between input point and each training sample
point． This distance is measured by seismic attributes
in multidimensional space and it is expressed by the
indefinite quantity σj． Eq． ( 1) and Eq． ( 2 ) repre-
sent the application of a probabilistic neural network．

The training process includes identifying the optimal
smoothing parameter set． The goal of the determina-
tion on these parameters is to enable the validation er-
ror minimization．

Defining the kth target point validation result as
follows:

Lk ( xk ) =
∑
i≠k

Liexp［－ D( xk，xi) ］

∑
i≠k

exp［－ D( xk，xi) ］
( 4)

When the sample points are not in the training
data，it is the k-th target sample prediction value．
Therefore，if the sample values are known，we can
calculate the prediction error of sample points． Ｒepeat
this process for each training sample set，we can de-
fine the total prediction error of training data as:

E( σ1，σ2 ． ． ． ． ． ． σm ) = ∑
n

i = 1
( Li － Li )

2 ( 5)

The prediction error is dependent on the choice
of parameter σ j ． This unknown quantity realizes the
minimization through nonlinear conjugating gradient
algorithms． Validation error，the average error of all
excluded wells，is the measure of a possible prediction
error in the process of seismic attributes transforma-
tion． The trained Probabilistic neural network has the
characteristics of validation minimum error．

The PNN is not an iterative learning process． So
it has faster training speed than other artificial neural
network architecture ( Muniz et al．，2010 ) ． This is a
feature of the Bayesian technique ( Mantzaris et al．，
2011) ．

3 Methodology
The data sets used in this study belong to 8 wells

( i． e． W1 to W8) and post-stack 3D seismic data in
the Songliao Basin，Northeast China． The target stra-
tum is the first member of the Cretaceous Nenjiang
Formation that is one of the principal reservoirs in this
area． In this study，the main contents include seismic
impedance inversion，attributes extraction， training
and application of PNN model． The flow chart is
shown in Fig． 1．
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Fig． 1 Flow chart of this study

3． 1 Seismic attributes selection by using multi-
regression analysis

Multi-regression analysis is a mathematical meth-
od which is used to analyze the relationship between
one dependent variable and several independent varia-
bles ( Hampson et al．，2001 ) ． The basic principle is
that although there is no strict，deterministic function-
al relation between dependent variables and independ-
ent variables can try to find the most appropriate
mathematical formula to express this relation．

Multi-regression analysis can be used to solve the
following problems:

( 1) Determine if there is a correlation between
certain variables． If it exists，find a suitable mathe-
matical expression of them．

( 2) According to one or several variable values，
predict the value of another variable，and calculate
the forecast accuracy．

( 3 ) Factor analysis． For example，in the com-
mon effects of many variables on a variable，find out
the most important factors，the secondary important
factors，and the relationship between these factors．

In the multi-regression analysis method，predic-
tion error of N attributes is always less than or equal to
N-1 attributes． Adding attributes means to use higher
polynomial to fit the curve． We can calculate the pre-
diction error of each polynomial． This prediction error

is equal to the root mean square error between real
values and predicted values． With the increase of the
polynomial order，the prediction error decreases． But
when we use over high order polynomial to fit curves，
the existing data may fit well，but the interpolation or
extrapolation over the boundary would be fitting bad-
ly． This problem is called " over-trained" ．

In this study，the data would be divided into a
training data set and a validation data set． The train-
ing data set is used to determine the correlation coeffi-
cient，and the validation data set is used to compute
the validation error． If a high order polynomial fit the
training data set well，but fit the validation data set
badly． It means that the order for polynomial is too
high ( Fig． 2) ．

Fig． 2 Selection of attributes number

In this section，multi-regression analysis method
is utilized to find the most suitable seismic attributes．
As illustrated with Table 1，the training error gradual-
ly reduces with the increasing number of attributes，
but when the number of attributes increases to four，
validation error will rise． So，the best set of seismic
attributes should contain three attributes that are the
first three attributes in Table 2． The first three attrib-
utes are inverted impedance，average frequency and
filter 35 /40--45 /50．

The most significant seismic attribute is inverted
impedance． Those attributes yield useful information
about the lateral changes in lithology and porosity
( Chopra ＆ Marfurt，2005 ) ． Furthermore，the train-
ing error for them is less than 3% that shows the ex-
actness of the results．
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It should be pointed out that PNN is a kind of
nonlinear method，so the aforementioned attributes

can be used as input for porosity prediction by PNN
( Kadkhodaie-Ilkhchi et al．，2009) ．

Table 1 Ｒesult of multi-regression analysis for porosity estimation

Final attribute Training Error /% Validation Error /%

Inverted impedance 2． 5677 2． 6371

Average frequency 2． 4526 2． 5881

Filter 35 /40--45 /50 2． 4191 2． 5672

Integrated absolute amplitude 2． 3775 2． 6071

Filter 25 /30--35 /40 2． 3238 2． 5925

Instantaneous Phase 2． 2927 2． 6179

Second derivative instantaneous amplitude 2． 2628 2． 6973

3． 2 Porosity estimation using PNN
The main purpose of this section is to establish

an optimum PNN model． The inputs to this model are
three selected attributes in the previous section． In or-
der to highlight the advantages of probabilistic neural
network in porosity estimations，another four algo-
rithms have been used． Another four algorithms are
single attribute analysis，multi-regression analysis，
multi-layer feed forward network ( MLFN) and radial
basis function ( ＲBF) ． The training and validation re-
sults are shown in Table 2． According to the results，

PNN algorithm gives less training and validation error．
As seen from Table 3，the correlation coefficient of
training result could reach 0． 915，which is considered
as a high correlation coefficient． It is higher than
multi-regression analysis method ( the correlation coef-
ficient of multi-regression analysis is 0． 844) and oth-
er methods． According to the numerical validation re-
sults，PNN method of porosity estimations is more ac-
curate than others in this case． In the final of this sec-
tion，the analysis for creating an optimum PNN model
was done ( Table 2 and Fig． 3) ．

Table 2 Training and validation results of neural networks

method
Training result

correlation Error /%

Validation result

correlation Error /%

single attribute analysis 0． 822 2． 568 0． 811 2． 637

multi-regression analysis 0． 844 2． 420 0． 822 2． 567

PNN 0． 915 1． 806 0． 881 2． 227

MLFN 0． 864 2． 280 0． 848 2． 676

ＲBF 0． 886 2． 086 0． 772 2． 963

4 Ｒesults and discussion
We have demonstrated the application of the

probabilistic neural network to reservoir porosity esti-
mations by seismic attributes． Two mathematical tools
have been used: multi-regression analysis and PNN
method．

In the section of seismic impedance inversion，a
qualified inverted impedance data volume has been
calculated． In the section of seismic attributes selec-
tion，multi-regression analysis has been used to find
appropriate seismic attributes ( Table 1) ． Those seis-
mic attributes come from 3D seismic data volume and
inverted impedance data volume． The optimal model
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Fig． 3 Cross plot of predicted porosity versus actual
porosity

is built up by PNN with proper trends and minimiza-
tion of error．

We have demonstrated this methodology on a set
of 8 wells log data． The correlation coefficient of trai-
ning data set could reach 0． 915，which is considered
as a high correlation coefficient ( Fig． 3) ．

Fig． 4 Validation result of W5

The well W5 is not used in training． It is used to
validate the result of porosity estimations． The correla-
tion coefficient of validation result could reach 0． 881，

which means that this methodology is reliable． The es-
timated porosity of W5 is displayed in Fig． 4: solid
line is the original porosity and dotted line is the esti-

Fig． 5 Arbitrary line from porosity data volume
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mated porosity． The correlation coefficient and the er-
ror are 0． 881 and 2． 227%，respectively．

After the establishment of an optimum PNN mod-
el for porosity estimations，we apply this model to all
seismic data volume． Then， porosity data volume
could be calculated ( Figs． 5，6 ) ． In Fig． 6，an
ancient river could be seen in the rectangle with high-
er porosity than elsewhere in the region． This is con-
sistent with the law of geology，which shows，from one
aspect，that the probabilistic neural network is a relia-
ble tool for porosity estimations． This method is an ef-
fective way to create an acceptable porosity data vol-
ume．

Fig． 6 Porosity map of T6-1 from porosity data volume

5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the estimation of res-

ervoir porosity from seismic attributes and inversion
impedance using PNN method． In this study， two
mathematical tools have been used: multi-regression
analysis and PNN method． On attributes selection
stage of this study，three attributes have been select-
ed． At the porosity estimation stage，a PNN model
has been established and trained． The training and
validation correlation coefficient between predicted po-
rosity and actual porosity could reach 0． 915 and 0．
881，respectively． The profile of estimated porosity
shows that porosity variation in the vertical direction is
approximately increasing from the bottom to the top
and can be verified at well locations．

The results indicate that PNN is a reliable meth-
od of porosity estimations． And it has obvious advan-
tages in estimation accuracy compared with conven-

tional methods such as multi-regression analysis and
multi-layer feed forward network． The proposed meth-
odology can be used to estimate porosity from seismic
data． This methodology could reduce drilling risks and
improve the success rate of exploration at the initial
stage of reservoir exploration． And it also could pro-
vide an acceptable porosity data volume which could
be utilized to build reservoir geological models at the
stage of reservoir development．
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